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This paper presents a detailed study of the deflection phenomena of a 400 GeV=c proton beam

impinging on a new generation of bent silicon crystals; the tests have been performed at the CERN Super

Proton Synchrotron H8 beam line. Channeling and volume reflection angles are measured with an

extremely precise goniometer and with high resolution silicon microstrip detectors. Volume reflection has

been observed and measured for the first time at this energy, with a single-pass efficiency as large as 98%,

in good agreement with the simulation results. This efficiency makes volume reflection a possible

candidate for collimation with bent crystals at the CERN Large Hadron Collider.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Channeling [1] is the confinement between crystalline

planes occurring when particles hit a crystal with a mo-

mentum nearly parallel to the atomic planes and a trans-

verse kinetic energy not exceeding the well depth U0 of the

crystal potential U�x� averaged over the crystallographic

planes [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)].

When a particle enters a stable channeling condition (i.e.

it has a negligible probability of dechanneling as in the

short crystals used in this data taking), the critical angle
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Exc � U�xc�, where xc is the distance at which the proba-

bility of nuclear scattering becomes relevant. The upper
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. In a bent crystal, a

centrifugal term proportional to the curvature generates a

linear contribution across the planes which reduces the

depth of the potential well. For moderate bending, the

interplanar potential wells are preserved and the channel-

ing remains effective [see Fig. 1(b)]; a channeled particle

oscillates following the curvature, reaching a final deflec-

tion angle of l=R, where l is the crystal length and R the

curvature radius. The smallest R that allows channeling is

RC � E=eEm, where Em is the maximum strength of the

planar electric field [2,3]. Em � 6 GV=cm for (110) silicon

gives RC � 68 cm for 400 GeV=c protons.

In (111) silicon crystals the depth of the potential well is

U0 � 25 eV and the interplanar spacing d � 0:235 nm,

while in (110) silicon crystals U0 � 22:7 eV and d �
0:192 nm. �C is therefore about 10 �rad for 400 GeV=c
protons on silicon.

The deflection of channeled particles in bent crystals

was intensively studied at circular accelerators. The record

extraction efficiency of 85% has been obtained with a

70 GeV proton beam at the Institute for High Energy

Physics (IHEP) accelerator with a bent silicon crystal

thanks to the multiturn effect [4].

A particle, which is not aligned with a channel at the

crystal entry face but moves toward the curvature center,

proceeds along the bent crystal planes until its momentum

direction becomes nearly tangent to one of them. Here two

effects may take place [Fig. 1(b)]: either the particle par-

tially loses its transverse energy and gets trapped into the

channel (volume capture) [5,6] or its transverse direction is

elastically reversed by interaction with the potential barrier

(volume reflection) [7,8]. In this second case, there are two

parts (branches) of the particle trajectory, one approaching

to and another moving away from the tangency point with

the angular deflection occurring in both branches.

Volume capture scales with the particle energy approxi-

mately as E�3=2 and thereby is less probable at high

energies where volume reflection (VR) becomes the domi-

nant effect. Almost all particles are then subject to volume

reflection, resulting in a transverse kick that deflects them

externally with respect to the center of curvature of the

crystalline planes [Fig. 1(d)]. Numerical simulations pre-

dict that relativistic protons interacting with a bent silicon

crystal may be reflected with a deflection angle up to 1:5�C
for R � RC.

Channeling in bent crystals is sometimes used in circular

accelerators for beam steering [9], extraction, and collima-

tion [10–12], as well as for splitting and focusing [13] of

external beams. Besides, there are on-going investigations

to manufacture crystalline undulators [14] and to use bent

crystals for measuring the magnetic moments of short-

lived particles [15]. In these applications, limitations arise

from the small channeling probability. The use of bent

crystals as primary collimators for halo collimation in

hadron colliders has already been proposed [16–18] and

recently demonstrated at the Tevatron collider [19]. A

primary collimator should efficiently deflect halo particles

towards a downstream massive absorber. While an amor-

phous target scatters the beam halo over the whole solid

angle, a bent crystal deflects halo particles in a given

direction, with an angle which can be as large as

20 �rad for 7 TeV protons. This allows one to position

the secondary collimator farther from the beam core, re-

ducing impedance, limiting the constraints on its align-

ment, and avoiding the formation of a tertiary halo.

Moreover, volume reflection, given its high efficiency as

reported in [20] and described in detail below, is a possible

alternative to channeling for collimation.

This paper describes the analysis of the data collected by

the H8-RD22 collaboration at the H8 external line of the

CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) with 400 GeV=c
protons interacting with different types of bent silicon

crystals. Deflection angles of the order of 100 �rad due

to channeling and of the order of 10 �rad due to volume

reflection are reported and the measurements of the corre-

sponding probabilities are given and compared with

simulation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The study of particle deflection phenomena on bent

crystals requires a particle beam with an extremely low

FIG. 1. (Color) (a) Periodic planar potential in a straight crystal

for positively charged particles. The arrows show a channeled

particle which oscillates in the potential well and a nonchanneled

particle, whose transverse energy is greater than the depth of the

potential well U0. (c) Schematic representation of the particle

trajectories in a straight crystal. (b) Periodic planar potential in a

bent crystal for positively charged particles. The arrows show

volume reflected, volume captured, and channeled particles.

(d) Schematic representation of the particle trajectories in a

bent crystal. Typical values for a (110) crystal are U0 �
22:7 eV, d � 0:192 nm.
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divergence, a high resolution telescope to track particles

upstream and downstream the crystal and a high precision

goniometer to align the crystals with a high degree of

repeatability (of about 1 �rad). Two different types of

bent crystals have been manufactured and used in the

experiment: strip and quasimosaic crystals.

A. Bent silicon crystal

Silicon strips (in the following indicated with ST1, ST2,

and ST4) have been manufactured at the Sensors and

Semiconductors Laboratory at Università di Ferrara in

collaboration with IHEP [21]. Prime materials are (110)

and (111) oriented 4 inch silicon wafers. After a standard

cleaning procedure, the wafer is diced to a strip size (whose

dimensions are given in Table I). The crystal is then

mounted on a specifically designed holder, which is rou-

tinely used at IHEP for beam extraction [22]. The holder

bends the crystal primarily around an axis parallel to the

beam direction, generating anticlastic forces which give

rise to a secondary curvature around the vertical axis so

that the proton beam is deflected horizontally (Fig. 2).

The second type of crystals (in the following indicated

as QM1 and QM2) has been prepared exploiting the

elastic-quasimosaicity effect at the Petersburg Nuclear

Physics Institute [23]. The crystal plate sizes are given in

Table I with the (111) channeling planes parallel to the yz
face.

B. Apparatus layout

The experimental layout is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the

various elements are drawn with their longitudinal position

along the beam direction. The apparatus is organized in

two areas: the one with the crystal assembled on the

goniometer and the ‘‘far detector area’’ located 60 m down-

stream with respect to the crystal to allow the measurement

of the crystal effects with the available detectors. More

details are given in [24].

The crystals are mounted on mechanical holders

(Fig. 2), fixed on a remotely controlled goniometer system

(G in Fig. 3). In order to improve the mechanical stability

of the goniometer, the whole system is installed on a

precisely machined granite table and the relative position

of the goniometer is determined with a laser. Each crystal is

aligned with respect to the beam with an ‘‘angular scan’’

around a vertical axis, while a linear motor allows one to

extract the crystal from the beam to measure the beam

characteristics (profile and divergence). The most demand-

ing feature of the goniometric system is the repeatability of

the alignment process (1:0 �rad).

The basic idea of the experiment is to track every single

particle that crosses the crystal and to determine the single-

pass efficiency of the beam deflection due either to chan-

neling or to volume reflection.

The tracking system consists of two independent silicon

microstrip setups with an excellent spatial resolution, and a

fast parallel-plate gas chamber; scintillation counters were

used for the trigger. The two silicon tracking setups were

based on two different types of detectors, the AMS-type

[25] �41� 72� 0:3� mm3 double-sided silicon microstrip

sensors (110 �m and 208 �m readout pitch, 8:5 �m and

30 �m resolution for the p- and n-sides, respectively), and

the AGILE-type [26] 410 �m thick, �9:5� 9:5� cm2

single-sided (but each module is composed of two detec-

tors in order to have a x-y measurement) silicon microstrip

FIG. 2. Schematic drawings of the crystal holders for a strip

(left) and a quasimosaic (right). The crystal dimensions are given

in Table I.

FIG. 3. (Color) Schematic drawing of the experimental layout. The longitudinal positions of the various elements whose symbols are

defined in the text are indicated.

TABLE I. Parameters of the bent silicon crystals tested during

the data-taking period. The lattice orientation is specified in

parentheses. The length (L) is measured along the z-axis, the

width (W) along x, and the height (H) along y (given in mm).

The measured deflection angles due to channeling are given in

�rad.

Crystal L W H �max
ch � �un

ST4 (110) 3.0 0.9 70 �162:0� 0:1� 1:1
QM2 (111) 0.84 30 58 �68:6� 0:2� 0:9
ST1 (111) 3.0 0.9 70 �278:2� 0:8� 3:2

ST2 (111) 1.85 0.5 70 �213:6� 3:5� 5:2
QM1 (111) 0.93 30 58 �78:1� 4:0� 2:8
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detectors (30 �m resolution). Each setup consisted of a

detector positioned near the crystal (SD1 and SD2 for the

AMS-type, just before and after the crystal on the same

granite block and an AGILE-type, SD0, before the first

bending magnet) and of a set of detectors located in the far

area. The near crystal detectors are used to define the

proton impact point on the crystal surface.

In the same region, two scintillation counters could be

used to find the exact position of the crystal with respect to

the beam: S1 on the granite table which can select a

100 �m thick vertical beam slice and S2 (80 �m thick)

assembled on the upper linear stage of the goniometer.

Several detection systems in the far area allow one to track

the particle: SD3, composed of 4 double-sided AMS-type

detectors; a scintillating hodoscope (H), made of 2 mm in

diameter 16 scintillating strips, to provide a fast indication

on the crystal alignment; a pair of identical scintillators

(S3, S4 with a dimension of 10� 10 cm2) downstream the

hodoscope, matching exactly the dimension of the AGILE-

type silicon detector (SD4), which is installed close to

them; SD5, a set of 6 x-y AGILE-type modules, for

cross-check purposes.

High statistics is needed in a short time for a fast crystal

alignment. Since the silicon detectors acquisition rate is

limited to a few kHz, a fast parallel-plate position-sensitive

gas chamber detector (GC in Fig. 3) is used, which can

withstand particle rates up to 108 protons-per-pulse (ppp)

for a pulse duration of 4.8 s.

C. Data taking

The experiment has been performed on a primary

400 GeV=c proton beam at the CERN SPS H8 external

beam line. The beam spot diameter at the crystal has been

measured to be about 1 mm. The primary beam intensity

(20� 1011 ppp ) has been reduced to about 5� 104 ppp
without significantly affecting its divergence. This inten-

sity is relatively low and allows single particle tracking.

The beam had a continuous time structure with a flattop of

4.8 s duration every 16.8 s.

A total of more than 1000 runs were recorded during the

data taking, each run corresponding to one crystal angular

position (�). For each crystal exposed to the beam a fast

prealignment was performed to find the angular position

corresponding to the channeling configuration. For this

purpose, the beam was switched to the high intensity

mode (107 ppp) and the beam profiles detected by the

gas chamber were inspected online. Because of the clearly

visible double peak structure, a few steps were sufficient to

find the channeling position. Successively the beam was

retuned to the medium intensity mode (104 ppp) and high

statistics runs were recorded with all the detectors, while

varying the goniometer angle (angular scan). In the typical

run about 10 k events and 3 k events were taken in one SPS

spill for the silicon detectors of the AMS- and AGILE-

type, respectively. Usually about 10–15 accelerator cycles

were enough to accumulate an adequate statistics for both

types of detectors.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

This section describes the data analysis procedure. The

angular position of the channeled and volume reflected

portion of the beam with respect to the unperturbed beam

and the efficiencies of such processes are measured for all

the crystals tested during the data taking. Relevant plots are

given for ST4 and QM2 crystals as examples while the

final results are summarized for all the crystals.

A. Angular scan

The prealignment procedure described in the previous

section determined the angular range that has to be covered

by the scan for each crystal.

Figure 4 shows an example of a typical high statistics

angular scan for the ST4 crystal performed with the silicon

detectors after the alignment procedure. The color code

indicates the number of tracks at a given lateral x position

(vertical axis) of the SD4 detector for various crystal

angular positions � (horizontal axis).

The following features can be identified: (i) the ‘‘amor-

phous’’ areas at the beginning and at the end of the scan,

which correspond to crystal angles at which the beam goes

through the crystal with no perturbation besides the

multiple scattering effect (’’unperturbed’’ beam); (ii) the

channeling region (�	 65 �rad) showing a clear accu-

mulation of deflected tracks; (iii) the volume reflection
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FIG. 4. (Color) Angular scan of the ST4 crystal. The color code

represents the relative number of tracks at different lateral x
positions on the SD4 detector (vertical axis). On the horizontal

axis the crystal angle � is reported, corresponding to a different

data-taking run (the number of tracks for each run is normalized

to the number of triggers in that same run).
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region (70<�< 250 �rad). It is evident that the volume

reflection causes a shift of the proton beam to the opposite

direction with respect to channeling. While such a shift is

smaller than the channeling one, it occurs for a much wider

angular range and with a higher probability. The faint

vertical band in the channeling region corresponds to the

dechanneling phenomenon due to the particles which start

to be channeled at the entry face of the crystal but exit

before reaching the end of the crystal. In the volume

reflection region, a diagonal low intensity band corre-

sponds to the volume capture occurring when particles,

initially not channeled, due to multiple scattering on the

nuclei of the crystal, get trapped between the lattice planes

at an intermediate position along the crystal length and are

therefore only partially deflected.

B. Particle angle measurements

Although the main features of the phenomena under

study are clearly visible in Fig. 4, a detailed data analysis

was performed to improve the measurement precision.

A selection was applied to the silicon detectors raw data

in order to eliminate dead and noisy strips determined with

a calibration procedure. Position measurements were sepa-

rately performed on the two views of the silicon detectors.

The cluster position was identified with a charge-weight

algorithm applied on adjacent strips with a signal above

threshold. Events with more than one cluster per view were

rejected. The relative alignment of the detector planes was

performed by using dedicated runs with no crystal.

The particle trajectory after the interaction with the

crystal is obtained measuring the particle angle �. Given

that the beam divergence is small (thus the particles are in

practice parallel), the particle position at the entry face of

the crystal is determined by the upstream detector SD0

(SD1) and the angle � can be found joining the x coordi-

nate measured by SD0 (SD1) with the one measured by

SD4 (SD3). The angular distribution of the unperturbed

beam component [Fig. 5(a)] has a rms of 8:57 �rad. From

a careful survey of the material present along the beam

line, the contribution due to multiple scattering has been

estimated to be 3:46� 0:03 �rad with a Monte Carlo

simulation based on GEANT4 [27]. This results in a beam

divergence at the crystal of 7:84� 0:07 �rad. The � defi-

nition therefore allows one to take into account the finite

dimension of the beam spot at the crystal.

It has to be noticed that, since for each type of silicon

detector only one x-y plane is available upstream the

crystal, it is not possible to reconstruct the angle of the

particle entering the crystal.

The SD0 and SD1 detectors have been used also to

discard particles not crossing the crystal thus selecting a

fiducial area.

The events shown in the scan summary plot in Fig. 6,

obtained with the � angle reconstruction and selecting the

particles hitting the central part of the crystal, are the basis

for further analysis.

In the case of the QM2 crystal the fraction of particles

not crossing the crystal is negligible, as expected, since this

crystal has a much larger cross section with respect to the

beam spot. Figure 7 shows the angular scan summary plot

for the QM2 crystal.

FIG. 5. (Color) Beam profiles for the ST4 crystal in different

crystal positions with a superimposed Gaussian fit:

(a) amorphous region (at the beginning and at the end of the

scan in Fig. 4), (b) channeling region (�	 65 �rad in Fig. 4),

(c) volume reflection region (70<�< 250 �rad in Fig. 4).
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FIG. 6. (Color) Angular scan of the ST4 crystal selecting only

the middle horizontal part of the beam. On the horizontal axis the

crystal rotation angle; on the vertical axis the particle angle.
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C. Deflection angles measurement

The � distributions for three orientations of the ST4

crystals are shown in Fig. 5 as an example. The orientations

correspond to an amorphous position (a), the position of

the best alignment for channeling (b), and a middle posi-

tion within the volume reflection region (c). The value of

the peak position and the width of the distribution for the

unperturbed ��un; �un�, channeling ��ch; �ch�, and volume

reflection ��vr; �vr� portions of the beam are then extracted

with a fit, using a Gaussian parametrization for each

component.

The channeling deflection angle is defined as the differ-

ence �max
ch � �un. �un is estimated from an average in the

runs with the crystal in an amorphous position. To find

�max
ch , �max (corresponding to the position of perfect align-

ment of the crystal with respect to the beam) has to be

computed. This is accomplished performing a Gaussian fit

to the fraction of tracks in the channeled beam in the

channeling angular range, as shown in Fig. 8. A linear

relation between �ch and � is derived in this same angular

range as shown in Fig. 9. �max
ch corresponding to �max is

then computed from this relation.

Following the same procedure for the volume reflection,

the deflection angle at volume reflection is defined as �vr �
�un. In this case �vr is determined as an average over the

peak positions in the crystal angular range ��vr defined as

the length of the basis of the parallelogram including the

volume reflection region (visible in the angular scans in

Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7).

The results of these measurements are given in Tables I

and II for the various crystals.

A more complex parametrization of the � distributions

with more Gaussian components in the fit is used to esti-

mate the presence of secondary components in the unper-

turbed beam and of the less probable effects (dechanneling,

volume capture). The dependence on � of �vr � �un is

ascribed to the same modeling assumption. This effect

translates into a 4% relative systematic error (the largest

component of the error itself ) on the �vr � �un. The rela-

tive uncertainty on the distance between the crystal and the

SD4 (SD3) detector is 10�4 being thus negligible as far as

the measurements of � is concerned. Residual effects of

misalignment of the detectors are evaluated to be negli-

gible as well.

The systematic error takes into account both torsional

effects (as described in the next subsection) and small

crystal nonuniformities in x and y which translate in the

dependence of the measured � from x and y.

FIG. 8. (Color) Fraction of protons in the channeled beam

component for the ST4 (upper) and the QM2 (lower) crystal as

a function of the crystal angle (�). From a Gaussian fit to this

distribution the crystal orientation of maximal channeling proba-

bility, �max, and the probability (Sec. III D) itself, Pch, are

computed.
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FIG. 7. (Color) Angular scan of the QM2 crystal. On the hori-

zontal axis the crystal rotation angle; on the vertical axis the

particle angle.
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D. Efficiencies measurements

The various phenomena of particle deflection are char-

acterized by a probability (’’efficiency’’) that can be com-

puted from the data comparing the fraction of particles in

the various regions of the angular scan.

To determine an appropriate normalization each run of

the scan has been normalized to the number of collected

triggers Nrun�, where � identifies a given crystal angle.

The number of protons in the unperturbed beam, Nun, is

defined as the number of protons within �3�un around �un.
The channeling efficiency is therefore defined as

 Pch �
Nch=Nrun�ch

hNun=Nrun�un
i
; (1)

where Nch is the number of protons within �3�ch around

�ch and the average hNun=Nrun�un
i is computed over all the

explored amorphous positions.

Pch is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the crystal angle.

The maximal Pch for the various crystals are reported in

Table II.

The evaluation of the volume reflection efficiency (Pvr)

has been carried out with two independent methods.

Similarly to the channeling case, the protons Nvr are

counted within �3�vr around �vr:

 Pvr �
Nvr=Nrun�vr

hNun=Nrun�un
i
: (2)

In Fig. 10 the Pvr values are shown as a function of the

crystal angle. The mean values of Pvr (averaged over the

volume reflection region) for all the crystals are given in

Table II.

As far as the second method to compute Pvr is con-

cerned, referring to Fig. 6 the fraction of events in the beam

tail with the crystal in the amorphous positions (� > �un 

3�un) is subtracted from the fraction of events in the

volume reflection region with � > �vr 
 3�vr. This re-

maining part is due to the volume capture and to other

inefficiencies. This method gives results completely con-

sistent with the ones of the first method and it is used to

measure the other less probable effects.

The volume capture contribution (Pvc) is in fact esti-

mated in the same volume reflection region by counting the

events in the diagonal area (Fig. 6). The volume capture

peak is fitted with a Gaussian function for each crystal

position and events are counted within 3� and background

subtracted. The average value for Pvc is �1:28� 0:06�%
and �2:21� 0:16�% for ST4 and QM2, respectively, where

the error is statistical only. The dechanneling efficiency

Pdch is extracted for the crystal position corresponding to

the maximal Pch. It is estimated from the fraction of events

with �vr 
 3�vr < �< �ch � 3�ch having subtracted the

background events counted in the tails of the beam in the

amorphous positions and results to be �4:56� 0:43�% and

�1:42� 0:39�% for ST4 and QM2, respectively, where the

error is statistical only.

The definitions of the number of events Nj rely on the

Gaussian assumption for the shape of the beam distribu-

tions. To estimate the systematic uncertainty due to this

assumption, the efficiency has been computed using a

different number of � to calculate Nj and the stability of

the measurement as a function of � has been checked. This

turns out to be the dominant component of the error on the

efficiencies as reported in Table II.

In Fig. 11 the particle angle distribution is shown as a

function of the vertical particle position at SD0. Though

only a small vertical part of the beam seems not to be

deflected, a dependence of the channeling deflection angle

on the particle vertical position is evident. This is inter-

preted as a significant indication of a crystal torsion, that is

measured to be � � 10:7� 0:1 �rad=mm for the ST4

crystal and 3:3� 0:1 �rad=cm for the QM2 crystal.

FIG. 9. (Color) Beam deflection �ch as a function of the crystal

angle position, with a linear fit superimposed for ST4 (upper)

and QM2 (lower). This linear fit is used to convert the crystal

angle position of maximal channeling into �max
ch .
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IV. COMPARISONS WITH THEORETICAL

EXPECTATIONS

Particle trajectories in a bent crystal were calculated

using the effective potential of bent atomic planes accord-

ing to the model of Planar Channeling in a Bent Crystal

(PCinBC), which was developed in [6]. The description of

the model can be found in [2].

The change of the particle direction due to multiple

scattering on the crystal nuclei was calculated after its

passage through a crystal layer whose thickness is much

smaller than the wavelength of the particle oscillations in

the planar channel. The inelastic nuclear interactions of

protons in the crystals were included.

Figure 12 shows the predicted angular distribution of

400 GeV=c protons which cross the QM2 crystal. It is

assumed that the incident beam has a Gaussian angular

distribution with � � 8 �rad, which is similar to the H8

beam.

FIG. 11. Angle of maximal channeling versus the proton ver-

tical position for the ST4 crystal. The shifting of �max
ch is

interpreted as due to a torsion of the crystal.

TABLE II. Results on the volume reflection deflection angles (in �rad), channeling efficiency,

and volume reflection efficiency for the various tested crystals. Statistical errors from the fit and

systematic errors are given. The values obtained from the simulation are reported for each crystal

(in the second line). Their relative error is dominated by the model uncertainty (15%).

Crystal Maximal Pch (%) �vr � �un hPvri (%)

ST4 56:2� 0:5� 2:0 13:91� 0:03� 0:50 98:17� 0:04� 0:50
53 15 97

QM2 51:9� 0:3� 2:1 11:70� 0:02� 0:51 98:27� 0:04� 0:50
50 13 97

ST1 38:5� 0:2� 2:7 10:45� 0:04� 0:47 98:31� 0:04� 0:50
45 13 98

ST2 43:6� 0:3� 7:3 11:10� 0:05� 0:54 98:40� 0:60� 0:50
45 12 98

QM1 41:3� 0:4� 7:1 11:90� 0:04� 0:59 97:80� 0:40� 0:50
50 13 98

FIG. 10. (Color) Fraction of protons in the main beam compo-

nent as a function of the crystal angle; crystal angles around 0

correspond to the amorphous position. At each crystal angle, the

total number of events is equalized to Nrun�. Top plot: ST4,

bottom plot: QM2.
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The distribution shown in Fig. 12 considers a perfect

alignment between the bent plane direction at the crystal

entrance and the beam axis (�max � 0), in which case the

capture of protons into the channeling regime is maximal.

The beam part channeled through the whole crystal is

deflected by the crystal bending angle [hatched in

Fig. 12(a)]. The channeling deflection efficiency is Pch �
50:4%. The full width of the channeled peak is about

20 �rad, which is close to 2�C. The nonchanneled beam

part is reflected by the planar potential. The volume reflec-

tion deflection angle is �vr � 6:1 �rad because there is

only one of the two branches of the reflection trajectory in

this case (particles have the tangency point near the crystal

entrance). Figure 12(b) shows the calculated angular dis-

tribution of protons in the case of volume reflection at the

crystal angle � � 35:5 �rad when the tangency point of

the beam axis to the bent planes is in the middle of the

crystal. The reflected beam maximum is at �vr �
13:12 �rad and �vr � 9:05 �rad. The efficiency of vol-

ume reflection is determined in the same way of the

experimental data and results to be Pvr � 97:2%.

The simulation results are characterized by statistical

and model uncertainties. The statistical errors for the chan-

neling and VR parameters (deflection angle and efficiency)

are smaller than 1%. The model errors are due to the

accuracy of the Moliere approximation, which was used

for the silicon atomic potential. The Moliere approxima-

tion uncertainty for silicon is smaller than 15% according

to the x-ray scattering studies.

The simulation was also performed for the other crys-

tals. The results are presented in Table II together with the

experimental results. While on one hand, there is a good

agreement between the data and simulation for the VR

efficiency and the discrepancies for the VR deflection

angles are smaller than 15%, on the other the discrepancies

for the channeling deflection efficiency are larger, up to

20%. This is caused by a strong dependence of the values

on the shape of the angular distribution of the beam (the

experimental angular distribution differs from the

Gaussian approximation used for the simulation).

V. CONCLUSIONS

The 400 GeV=c proton beam deflection on various bent

silicon crystals of about 13 �rad has been interpreted as

due to volume reflection; the measured efficiency is larger

than 98%. Experimental results and simulation based on

the PCinBC model are in good agreement within errors.

Meanwhile, a new experimental program has already been

carried out with an improved detector to allow measure-

ments which are independent of the beam divergence. The

result presented here indicates volume reflection as a pos-

sible alternative to channeling for beam collimation at

future hadron colliders, being superior both in terms of

efficiency and angular acceptance.

The small deflection angle could be increased thanks to

the overall effect of many aligned crystals (multireflection)

as already demonstrated by the H8-RD22 collaboration

[28].
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